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My interests and motivation 

Underlying 
forces, EDF 

EoS / NM 
properties 

Giant and Pygmy 
Resonances; stable 
and exotic nuclei  



Normal modes: Giant Resonances 
Excitation energy èFrequency (E=ħω) 
Fragmented strength function è Dissipation 

The simplified picture The reality 



Overview  

v About density-dependent “interactions”  
v Motivation for the KIDS Ansatz 

n  A textbook example 
n  EFT of dilute matter 

v Fitting in homogeneous matter  
n  APR pseudodata 
n  Hierarchy of terms?  
n  Naturalness 

v Mapping onto a Skyrme functional and applications in 
nuclei: Success! 
n  With no refitting 

v Many prospects ahead  



Density-dependent “interaction”  

v Original Ansatz by Skyrme [Nucl.Phys.9(1958)615]:  

v t123 term equivalent to a density-dependent t12 term 

v Extension: fractional-power density dependence  

n  Explosion of activity! 
n  Gogny-type forces: similar term 

[Vautherin&Brink,PRC5(1972)]  
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Phenomenological energy-density functionals 

v Hundreds of EDF models for nuclei and nuclear matter  
n  Typically ~10 parameters fitted to nuclear properties      

using different data sets and fitting protocols  
n  Very different predictions below and above ρ0  
n  Very different predictions at large isospin asymmetries 

n   [cf Dutra et al., PRC85(2012)035201] 
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Density-dependent “interaction”  

v Many questions:  
n  What should the fraction be?  

n  Precise value often chosen arbitrarily 

n  Do we need more than one density-dependent 
couplings? 

n  More terms always provide better fits... but they still 
risk loss of predictive power  

n  Is there any guidance before we start cumbersome 
fitting?  

Our answer so far:  
•  Low-order powers of ρ1/3 

•  More than one powers necessary 
•  SNM and PNM have different “preferences” 



KIDS - People 

v Chang Ho Hyun, Daegu University  
v Tae-Sun Park, SKKU 
v Yeunhwan Lim, IBS (now in Texas) 

n  Korea 
n  IBS (that’s me and YHL) 
n  Daegu 
n  SKKU  

v Hana Gil, Kyungpook National University  
v Yongseok Oh, Kyungpook National University 
v Gilho Ahn, University of Athens, Greece 
v Young-Min Kim (UNIST)   .....   
 

 



Interaction vs energy-density functional  

v The elementary entity is the energy density (or 
energy per particle) as a unique functional of the 
density 
n  Mapping as per Hohenberg-Kohn 
n  The function E[ρ,..] is a black box 

v The “interaction” which, in an orbital basis, yields the 
correct E[ρ,..] is an auxiliary entity with no 
immediate connection to an on-shell interaction  

v Density-dependent couplings in the “interaction” 
arise even in the absence of three-nucleon 
interactions – fundamental requirement  

E[ρ(r ), s(r ),δ(r )]

E[ρ(r ),δ(r )]

[*] or 

[*] 



Very dilute Fermi system 



Functional vs “interaction”  

v Any term of E/A ~ ρ1+a  can be generted by a density-
dependent zero-range “interaction” ~ρaδ(r12) 

v More generally, any term of E/A ~ f(ρ) can be 
generted by a density-dependent “interaction” ~ f(ρ)/ρ 

v Plus asymmetry depenence: exchange term  

We will determine an Ansatz for EDF  
We will fix everything in homogeneous matter  

n  Statistical analysis: how many terms do we need?  
Nuclei will give us the unconstrained parameters: 

n  Effective masses and spin-orbit force 



Guessing the EDF form part I: Brueckner theory 

v Realistic potential: strong repulsive 
core plus attraction at longer range 

v Apply Brueckner methodology in the 
calculation of nuclear matter energy 

è Result: kF
2, kF

3, kF
4, kF

5, kF
6, …  

u  Even powers: from repulsive part  

u  Odd powers: from both  

è The Fermi momentum is the relevant 

variable : powers of ρ1/3 

Fetter and Walecka, “Quantum theory of many-particle systems” 



Guessing the EDF form part II: effective field theory  

v Saturation density is low...  
n  with respect to (effective) boson exchange range (?)  

n  one-pion exchange: vanishing expectation value 
n  next boson: rho with mρ~775MeV~4fm-1   

n  Effective Lagrangian in powers of kF/mρ  
v Expansion of Ε/Α in powers of kF    

Ø  ... which means, again, powers of ρ1/3 
Ø  The Fermi momentum as the relevant variable 
Ø  kF

3 and kF
4 (i.e., coupling~ρ1/3) known to be important for 

obtaining saturation [Kaiser et al.,NPA697(2002)]   

v Dilute Fermi gas: plus logarithmic terms  



Very dilute Fermi system 



NUCLEAR ENERGY DENSITY 
FUNCTIONAL FOR KIDS 
The Ansatz 
Explore and fix homogeneous matter first 
Map to a Skyrme interaction for nuclei 



Initial EDF Ansatz 

kinetic energy: 

asymmetry: 

correspondence 
with Skyrme  ✪  

- 



Objectives and procedures  

What terms are most important for describing 
homogeneous matter? Is there a low-order expansion? 
v We will fit all possible combinations of 1,2,3,4,5 terms 

to pseudodata and analyse the fits  
Once we choose a robust set, verify:  
v Are the parameters natural?  

v Can we use them in nuclei without refitting?  
n  Under what conditions?  

same order of magnitude? 



APR pseudodata and cost function 

cost function: 

normalized: 

31 total combinations of:  
•  1 term only 
•  2 terms  
•  ...  
•  5 terms  
31 fits for PNM and 31 for SNM 

squares: our pseudodata 

Shown: (E-T)/A/ρ [MeVfm3] from  
•  Akmal,Pandharipande,Raven

hall, Phys Rev. C 58,1804:  AV
18+Urbanna 

•  Drischler, Soma, Schwenk, Ph
ys. Rev. C 89, 025806: chiral 
EFT (asymmetric matter)   

 

(E-k.e.)/ρ ~ almost linear ✔  



Hierarchy of powers ✔ 

•  For an equal number of terms (2,3,...), a combination of lower-power terms 
gives a better fit than a compination of higher-power terms 

•  Replacing power 1 with 3 gives higher χ 

PP,Park,Lim,Hyun, Phys. Rev. C 97,014312 



Hierarchy of powers ✔ 

... Though for PNM the linear term k=3 seems even more efficient than k=1 

PP,Park,Lim,Hyun, Phys. Rev. C 97,014312 



Hierarchy of powers ✔ 

Saturation of fits at 3 terms for SNM; higher for PNM 

PP,Park,Lim,Hyun, Phys. Rev. C 97,014312 

A statistical analysis with two sets of pseudodata (APR,FP) 
indicated that a higher number of terms would lead to overfitti
ng (stiff vs sloppy parameters)



Fitting results 
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Ø  c0,c1 robust  
Ø  For SNM, also c2, c3  



Fitting results 

The data do show a  
roughly linear  
dependence on ρ1/3 

“DSS”: 
Comparison (not fitting) to χEFT 
[Drischler et al., PRC89(2014)]  

PP,Park,Lim,Hyun, Phys. Rev. C 97,014312 



Parameter set KIDS-ad2 

v Symmetric nuclear matter:  
n  Set ρ0=0.16 fm -3, E0=-16MeV, K0 = 240 MeV 
n  Determine c0,1,2(0) (analytical expressions)  
n  Leads to Q0=-373 MeV  

v Pure neutron matter:  
n  Fit c0,1,2,3(1) to the APR pseudodata for PNM 
n  Resulting symmetry-energy parameters:  
 

J=33MeV, L=49MeV, Ksym=-157MeV, Qsym=586MeV 



Interpolations and extrapolations 

Calculations with chiral interactions reproduced, 
although they were not used for fitting  

E
/A

 [M
eV

] 

PP,Park,Lim,Hyun,Phys. Rev. C 97,014312 



Comparisons with other models 

Gil,PP,Hyun,Park,Oh,arXiv:1805.11321 



Objectives and procedures  

What terms are most important for describing 
homogeneous matter?  
v We will fit all possible combinations of 1,2,3,4,5 terms 

to the APR pseudodata and analyse the fits  
Once we choose a robust set, verify:  
v Are the parameters natural?  

v Can we use them in nuclei without refitting?  
n  Under what conditions?  

same order of magnitude? 



Power hierarchy and naturalness 

v Fermi momentum calculus and power hierarchy: 
ü  |Ε0 | > | Ε1| > |Ε2| > |Ε3|    within a large density range 
ü  For SNM up to ~1fm-3, for PNM up to 0.05fm-3.  

v  Naturalness?   
v  SNM:  
v  PNM:  

E.g. from 
the β =1 fits 

to APR 

adopted “ad-2” set  



“Natural” Ansatz 

v At the very least: reproduce homogeneous matter (to 
the best of our knowledge) 

v Better: based on a power expansion  
n  Underlying EFT??  

v Best: coefficients showing naturalness  



Objectives and procedures  

What terms are most important for describing 
homogeneous matter?  
v We will fit all possible combinations of 1,2,3,4,5 terms 

to the APR pseudodata and analyse the fits  
Once we choose a robust set, verify:  
v Are the parameters natural?  

v Can we use them in nuclei without refitting?  
  

same order of magnitude? 



PROOF OF PRINCIPLE: APR 
TAKEN TO NUCLEI 



Skyrme parameters by reverse engineering 

unconstrained from homogenous matter è vary freely 
But the total c2(0), c2(1) will remain unchanged! 

Minimal Skyrme- 
type “force” 



Procedure  

For given KIDS functional ci(0), ci(1) (i.e., fixed SNM, PNM) 

v Chose effective masses (vary at will) 

v All ti, yi are now known except t1,t2,x1,x2 

v The two combinations θs,θµ also known (eff. masses) 

v Two independent free parameters plus spin-orbit W0 

n  Fit only to 40Ca, 48Ca, 208Pb  

n  Only bulk properties: E/A, charge radius: 6 data  



Binding energy, charge radii   

predictions 
independent 

of the 
effective mass 

assumed	



Neutron skin thickness 

Data: antiprotonic atoms, DOM (48Ca, upper) 

neutron skin of 48Ca:  
•  CCM: G.Hagen et al., Nature Phys. 12,186(2016):  0.12-0.15 fm 
•  DOM: M.H.Mahzoon et al., PRL119, 222503(2018): 0.249±0.023 fm  
•  KIDS: 0.176 fm  

Predictions of APR EoS for the neutron skin thickness! 

Mass 



Precision comparison and 60Ca predictions  



Single-particle levels 



Remarks 

v For given immutable EoS (no refitting), a 
Skyrme-type functional can easily be reverse-
engineered 

v Bulk, static properties: practically independent 
of the effective mass!  
n  We can vary EoS parameters and m* 

independently and examine effect on 
observables  

v Effective mass: relevant for dynamics  



GIANT RESONANCES 
•  You see it first: breathing mode 
•  Giant dipole resonance of 68Ni 

preliminary 



Breathing mode of 208Pb 
- prelim

in
ary - 



Breathing mode of 48Ca 
- prelim

in
ary - 



KIDS-ad2: Predictions for 68Ni (not fitted) 

v Binding energy per particle:  
n  KIDS-ad2: 8.68~8.69 MeV [*] 

n  AME2016: 8.68247(4) MeV 
v Centroid: 16.1-16.6 MeV 
v Dipole polarizability:  

 

- prelim
in

ary - 

[*] for m*/m=1.0~0.7:8.68794; 8.68176; 8.68838; 8.68912 MeV 
[**] aD measurementT.Aumann and D.Rossi, private communication 



Summary 

v Natural Ansatz + Skyrme formalism: KIDS functional 
n  3 terms in expansion sufficient for SNM: {ρ0, E0, K0} 
n  4 terms necessary for neutron matter and symmetry 

energy: {J, L, Ksym, Qsym} 
v From fixed EoS straight to nuclei 
v APR: static, bulk nuclear properties insensitive to  

n  Effective-mass parameters  
n  High-order parameters of symmetry energy 

q Flexibility to choose parameter values at will for 
sensitivity studies or adjust them to 
n  Dynamical observables (e.g., giant resonances) 
n  Ab initio pseudodata (polarized matter, neutron drops...)  
n  Astrophysical and HIC constraints 

Skyrme- type 
“interaction” by 

reverse engineering 



Thank you! 


